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Introduction 1982; Bryan, 1982a; Hastenrath, 1982; "CAGE
Experlment: .A. Feasibility Study," Dobson et al.
1982). As t1hese swmnaries indicate, poleward
heat Itranspo:rt by ocean currents remains one of
the most poorly 1jnderstood elements of the

globa:l heat Ii>alance. Estimates based on several
diffe]~ent principles all indicate that the pole-
ward heat transport in the ocean is of compar-
able tDagnitude tC) poleward heat transport in
the a1:mosphelre, but the processes appear to be
quite differ4~nt. An important indicator of
diffe1~ent mec:han:lsms is the observation that
the a1:mosphe1,ic heat transport is greatest
where the at!nospheric poleward temperature
gradil!nt is ,~rea1:est, while the ocean transport
appea1:s to bl~ a !Daximum at low latitudes where
the north-south 1:emperature gradients in the
ocean are ra1:her weak.

Heal: Balance Methods

The requiremerlt for poleward heat transport
by the Earth's fl.uid envelope arises from the
fact that the: gre.ater part of direct solar in-

solation is received in low latitudes, while
back radiatio,n to, space is more evenly distri-

buted over the globe. A steady state balance

can only be maintained by a poleward energy
transport. There are two heat balance methods

Poleward heat transport and its relation to
the thermohaline circulation of the World Ocean
have long been neglected subjectl~. but a per-
ceived need for a better understanding of the
Earth's climate have given an impetus to studies
of the ocean's role in the globa:l heat balance.

Oceanographers have a new appreciation of the
existing hydrographic and geochemical data base.
and ambitious plans are being made to measure
new sections in all the major Qpeans. It is
best to consider ocean heat transport in the
context of fresh water. oxygen. silica and other

geochemical transports. From the standpoint of
climate. however. heat transport is of primary
interest. To keep the scope of this review
within manageable limits. attention will be
restricted to this one aspect of a broader ocean

transport problem. Research over the last four
years has brought about some important changes
in outlook. We will return to this point in
the summary.

This review draws heavily on several sum-
maries that have recently appeared (Bryden.

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Pub-
lished in 1983 by the American Geophysical Union.
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Table 1: Sample northward heat transport estimates based on surface
heat balance. Units are lO:LSW.

Hastenratl\
1:1980)

Hastenrath
(1982)Atlant1£

25°N

Equator
25°S

Pacific and Indian

25°N

Equator
25°S

1.6
1.4
1.2

1.1
1.0
0.7

1.1
-0.7
-2.6

1.1
-0.7
-2.6

atlBosphere estimated from radiosonde data is
ta1{en out, leaving the heat transport by the
oceans and polar pack ice as a residual term.
Trenberth (1979) has extended their calculations
to the Southern Hemisphere. Recently there has
bel!n considerable interest in the feasibility
of applying this method to individual ocean

basins. ]~esu1ts based on the work of Campbell
(1~181) and Dobson et al. (1982) are shown in

Table 2. The Northern Hemisphere between 20oN
ani! 60oN is divided into sectors corresponding
to the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and the
North American and Eurasian Continents. There
is a sizeable net radiation loss over conti-
nents, bul: almost a net radiation balance over
thE' oceans. Over land areas column I should
balance the atmospheric heat flux divergence
giv'en for two data sources in columns II and
In. Over N~2th America there is a balance
within 10 wm " but over Eurasia the discrepancy

is 30 to 40 wm-2. In the North Atlantic the
two sourCE'S of atmospheric heat flux divergence
roughly correspond. Neglecting poleward heat
transport at 60ON, a 25 wm-2 atmospheric heat
divergenCE: over the North Atlantic would imply
a poleward heat transport of 0.6 PW at 20oN.
This may be compared with the heat transport
estimates of about 1.0 PW shown in Fig. 1 for
20oN in the Atlantic. The North Pacific
historical wind data in column II imply a
northward heat flux of 1.1 PW, while the FGGE
data in column III would require an equatorward
heat flux at 20ON.

In Situ Measurements

that have been used to estimate the ocean
component of the poleward energy transport.
The oldest method is based on the heat balance
of the ocean surface. Empirical formulas exist
which allow the components of surface heat
balance to be calculated from standard observa-
tions taken by surface shipping. Heat received
or given off by the oceans can be estimated as
a residual term. If this residual term is
integrated with respect to longitude, an esti-
mate of the total heat flux through the ocean
surface at each latitude is obtained. Transport
can then be found by sullDlling 1.lp over latitude
belts, starting at the poles. Long term heat
balance requires that the net vertical heat
flux over the ~ntire World Ocean is zero.

Advances in data processing have allowed
much more detailed heat balanc:e calculations
at the ocean surface to be carried out. The
work of Bunker (1976), Hastenrath and Lamb
(1977) and Weare et al. (1981) has much greater

spatial resolution than previous studies,
allowing an identification of regions of large
amplitude heating and cooling with well known
water mass features. The results in Table'l
sample the heat transport estimates made by
Hastenrath (1980, 1982) based on surface heat
balance calculations. Since new calculations
are not available on a global basis, a combi-
nation of new and old estimates of surface heat
balance is used. The transports are given in
petawatts (1 PW ~ 1015W). Curiously, heat

transport appears to be poleward in the North
Atlantic but equatorward in the South Atlantic.
This asymmetry appears (StollDllel, 1980) to be
associated with the strong thermohaline circu-
lation of the Atlantic. North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW) flows out of the Atlantic basin
and is replaced by much warmer intermediate and
surface waters. In Table 1 the heat transport
of the Pacific and Indian Oceans have been
lumped together because there is some evidence
that the flow though in the Indonesian Archi-
pe1ego may be greater than previously estimated
(Godfrey and Golding, 1981).

Vonder Haar and Oort (1973) introduced a new
way to estimate the ocean heat transport in-
directly. Essentially their method is based on
using satellite measurements to find the total
energy transport requirement for the Earth's
fluid envelope. Then the heat transport of the

A third method of estimating heat transport
is by direct in situ measurements. Unfortu-
nately, detailed-current measurements across an
ent:lre ocean section do not exist. Hydrographic
sec1:ions a:~e available in a few places for geo-
strophic calculations. For a basin closed at
one end, Jung (1956) showed that the heat trans-
por1: is approx1mate1y

H = If: pCp ve dz dx (1)

whel:e p is the density, c is the specific heat
at (:onstant pressure, v tRe meridional
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Table 2: A comparison of satellite derive,d annual net radiation with
heat ~.lux civergence2from radios:onde w:lnds for various sectors
bctwee.n 20o-60oN W/m. Over North AmcJ:ica and El~rasia radiation
and flux divergence should cancel, but errors in heat flux
diverg;cnce are expected in areas of h!.~:h topography.

~,.
'I

')

I
Annual Net
Radiation Loss
Campbell (1981)

II
Atmospheric HE:at
Flux Divergence
Cart (1982)

Region
20oN -60oN

III
European Center
FGGE DATA
(Dobson et al.1982)

+27
-2
+25
+1

-20
26
18
26

-32
30
13

-14

N. America
N. Atlantic
Eurasia
North Pacific

velocity and e the potential t:emperature. Let
v and e be broken down into vE!rtically averaged
components and departures from a vertical
avera~e. We can then rewrite (1) as

H = {~O pc (ve + v'e') dz dx (2)
J .1 -H P

(1!173) fOlt total ocean heat transport in the
Northern Hemisphere.

Stomme:L and Csanady (1980) have developed a
va].uab1e <:onsl:raint on the heat and fresh water
ba].ance oj: the ocean. They point out that in
thE' case of sj~mp1e overturning in the meridional
-vE,rtica1 plane the ratio of heat transport and
frEsh watE!r transport is simply proportional to
the slope of t:he prevailing temperature-
salinity c:urve. This simple model appears to
be useful at higher latitudes and water mass

properties: can thus provide a check on indepen-
deI1t estinJatesi of the heat and water balance
over the oceans. The idea may be very useful
for makin~; sinlp1e models of oceans in the geo-

logic past:.
Wunsch (1978) has introduced a novel diagnos-

tic method! for determining v from hydrographic
sections \Jlsing inverse theory. Consider the
volume enc.1osed between two east-west sections
across an ocean basin. In subsurface density
surfaces ,,'ater mass properties should be

}.

eON 60 40 20 EO 20 405

LATITUDE

Fig. 1. In situ measurements of poleward heat
tral1sport bY ocean currents based on IGY and
Meteor data. B (Bryan, 1962), BE (Bennett, 1978),
B&H(Bryden and Hall, 1980), F (Fu,1981), H &
B (Hall and Bryden, 1982), R (Roemmich, 1980),
W (Wunsch, 1980).

The heat transport integral is now divided into
a part which depends on a reference level, and
a part which can be estimated from the density
field and surface wind stress independent of
the reference level.

In the original studies which used this
method of decomposition of the heat transport
integral, Bryan (1962) and Bennett (1978)
evaluated v in the interior using the Sverdrup

transport formula, and balancing the interior
flow with the western boundary current. Al-
though e is rather uniform in deep ocean areas
it varies rapidly near lateral boundaries.
Thus the estimate of v e depended on a subjec-
tive estimate of western boundary layer width.
New studies have circumvented this problem in
several ways. Bryden and Hall (1980) and Hall
and Bryden (1982) made their calculations at
25°N in the Atlantic using IGY data Fug1ister
(1960). In this east-west section much of the
western boundary current is confined to the
Florida Current whose transport has been

measured (Nii1er and Richardson, 1973). In
the Florida Current the vertically averaged
temperature, e, is about 10oc warmer than e in
the open ocean part of the section. Since e is
rather uniform over most of the section, Bryden
and Hall (1980) were able to estimate the total
contribution of v e as simply the transport of
the Florida Current times 10°C. Hall and Bryden
(1982) find that the positive (northward)
contribution of v e and the Ekman transport is
offset by a negative contribution of the geo-
strophic component of v'e'. The net heat
transport is northward, however, and Hall and
Bryden (1982) estimate their error is + 0.3 PW
with the key assumption that the IGY section is
representative. This error estimate for a
single basin is considerably less than the
+ 1.0 PW error estimate of Vonder Haar and Oort
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approximately conserved. Fluxes of water mass
properties in or out of the density surfaces
depend on v and vI along the intersection of
the density surface with the east-west sections.
Let the total flux of some property by the vI

component be denoted by Yi where the index i

denotes a particular density interval. For
conservation within each interval the total
flux integral due to vI must balance that due
to v. Summing up the contributions of v for
each pair of hydrographic stations along the
two sections we obtain.

J
1: aij v j -Y i (3)

j=l

heiiting n,aar the equator, and finally depleted
by strong cooling in the higher latitudes of
the North Atlantic.

Unfortunately, only a small number of new
re!lu1ts al:"e available for other parts of the
World Ocean. In the North Pacific suitable
hyclrographic data is not available, but a
unique estimate of the role of mesoscale eddies
has recent:1y been made by Bernstein and White
(1982). Making use of ship-of-opportunity data
the authors have estimated the poleward heat
transport in the Kuroshio Extension region.
According to the authors the mesoscale eddy
contribution would be approximately 0.3 PW pole-
ward at 300N. Bennett (1978) made estimates
for the South Pacific using the Scorpio sections
at 28°S and 43°S. His estimates are compared
witl~ very recent estimates based on inverse
theory by Wunsch et a1 (1983) in Table 4. The
new transport estimates for the South Pacific
are surpri.singly low, almost an order of magni-
tude less than the Atlantic fluxes shown in Fig.
1. This comparison suggests that there is no
dirE!ct relation between the size of an ocean
and its poleward heat transport. Wunsch et al.
(1983) explains the weak heat transport in terms
of the meridional circulation of the South
Pacific. According to the authors a northward
f10,,' of very cold deep water is compensated by
the outflow of intermediate water of only
sli@.h1y higher temperature. From an examination
of the salinity balance, the authors feel that
they can exclude the possibility of a large flow
north of Australia as suggested by Godfrey and
Golding (1981).

Georgi and Toole (1982) in a pioneering study
have examined the eastward transport of heat
through meridional sections across the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current. In the Drake Passage direct
measLlrements are available. For two other
sections running from Africa to Antarctica and
from New Zealand to Antarctica, the authors
were forced to select reference levels somewhat
subjectively. The heat transport values of
this study correspond to a reference level at
the bottom. A selection of a reference level
at 2~jOO decibars reduces the magnitude of the
heat exchanges between the ocean basis by
approximately 33%. The main result is that a
net gain of 0.6 PWoccurs in the Indian Ocean
sector of the World Ocean, and the heat is lost
in almost equal proportions to the Pacific and
Atlantic sectors.

De Szoeke and Levine (1981) have devised an
ingenious method for estimating poleward heat
transport in the Southern Ocean. The authors
find a path surrounding the Antarctic Continent
along which the vertically averaged temperature
is a constant. The heat transport normal to
such a line is given by an expression similar
to (2),

H = fJCHo pc n (v e + v'e') dz dSn - (4)

where the index j denotes the station pairs. A
set of equations like (3) can be written for
different properties in each i-th density inter-
val. Generally, the index J, indicating the
total number of station pairs greatly exceeds
the number of conservation relations. Increas-
ing the number of equations by choosing smaller
density intervals is counterproductive, because
the number of entirely independent equations,
K, depends on the data and cannot be artifi-
cially increased.

Inverse theory or quadratic programming
provides a formal method for dealing with an
under-determined system of this kind. It
provides a criterion for selection of one
solution from the large number that satisfy the
constraints imposed. For example, the selection
criterion might be that the variance of the
solution minus some reasonable first guess
solution be a minimum. Different constraints
may also be given various weights depending on
physical considerations. The formal method of
selecting solutions for v has been criticized
by Stomme1 and Veronis (1981) and Luyten and
Stomme1 (1982) who show that the inverse method
as applied by Wunsch (1978) can give nonphysical
results for certain configurations of bottom

topography.
Heat transport results in the Atlantic based

on IGY data and Meteor data (Wast and Defant,
1936) are shown~. 1 and Table 3. Inverse
theory has been used in the studies carried out
by Wunsch (1980), Roemmich (1980), and Fu
(1981). At 25°N inverse theory predicts the
same transport found by Nii1er and Richardson
(1973). Since the hydrographic data are the
same as that used by Hall and Bryden (1982) the
heat transport estimates must also correspond.
The water mass properties of the North Atlantic
(Fug1ister, 1960) indicate that the outflow of
deep cold water must be partially compensated
by the inflow from the south of warmer surface

waters. The heat transport calculations show-
ing northward heat flux in the South as well as
the North Atlantic are consistent with this
picture of the thermohaline circulation. In
the South Atlantic the shelf at the western
boundary tends to be very narrow north of

Argentina. This reduces the sensitivity to the

v e term and part of the scatter is due to the
use of Meteor and IGY data taken at different
seasons:--rn-spite of this scatter the overall
pattern in Fig. 1 is consistent with an inflow
of heat in the South Atlantic, augmented by

n is the unit vector normal to the path pointing
southward. By continuity the first term in the
integral vanishes, and the second term can be
evaluated from the interpolated density field
and a knowledge of the wind stress. An un-
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Table 3: Nortl1ward heat transport by ocean currents. A summary of
estilnates from Bryden (1982), In SOllIE! cases IOOre than one
estilnate is available due to different: met:hods of analysis
or d:lfferent data sets for the same se,ction.

\..
,)

x lO15WLatitude Reference

, North Atlantic
59°N
530
480
400

-0.0
+0.1
+0.1
-0.0
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.2

Wunsch (1980)
Wunsch (1980)
Wunsch (1980)

Bryan (1962)
Wunsch (1980)

Bryan (1962)
RoeDmlich (1980)
Wunsch (1980)
Bryden and Hall (1980)
Roemmich (1980)
Wunsch (1980)
Hall and Bryden (1982)

360

320
250

South Atlantic

0.2,0.7 Bennett (1978)
0.7,0.9 Fu (1981)
0.8,0.8 Fu (1981)
0.3 Bryan (1962)
0.3,0.5,0.6 Bennett (1978)
0.4, 0.1) Fu (1981)
0.9, O.~' Fu (1981)
0.l,O.2,,0.4,O.,~ Fu (1981)

280

240

150
80

South Indian
32°S O.5.0.6.1.~;.1.6.1.8 Bennett (1978)

North Pacific
-1.132°N (1962)Bryan

South Pacific

Bennett (1978)

BE!nnett (1978)280

-1.0,0.3,0.4
-0.1

-1.2,-0.6,-0.2

certainty of the calculation is due to the fact
that the d~nsity field must be compiled from
non-synoptic data. The authors estimate that
the geostrophic component of the heat transport

-°across a path corresponding to e equal to 1.3 C
The path lies in a zone between 50-60°5. The
estimated geostrophic heat transport is zero
with an uncertainty of + 0.23 PW. In agreement
with a model study of Bryan and Lewis (1979)
the Ekman component of the heat transport is
equatorward. By elimination the authors con-

clude that the contribution of mesoscale eddies
must play (Bryden, 1979; 5ciremammano, 1980) a
key role in poleward heat transport to the
waters surrounding the Antarctic Continent.

model with sea surface temperature specified.
The atmosph,eric model is numerically integrated
over several seasonal cycles. Next the method
which Vonder Haar and Oort (1973) applied to
real data is applied to the model. The authors
find that the atmospheric model is not in per-
fect equilibrium. There is a net flux into the
ocean which. averaged out to 4 Wm-2. Miller et
al. (1982) make a somewhat ad hoc adjustment of
incoming radiation to obtaina~lance. This
adjustment has the effect of reducing the heat-
ing at low latitudes. Heat transport is calcu-
lated for each ocean basin. The results for
the Atlantic are in qualitative agreement withFig. 

1. At 25°N the computed northward heat
transport is higher than that of Hall and
Bryden's, but within their 33% error estimate.

Seasonal variations in heat transport have
been examined in a recent analysis by Bryan
(1982b) of the Bryan and Lewis (1979) model.

Interesting differences are found between the
Atlantic and Pacific. In the Atlantic the
thermohaline circulation dominates, and seaso-
nal changes due to winds are relatively small.
Seasonal changes in heat transport are predic-
ted by the model to be less than 50% of the
annual mean.. In the Equatorial Pacific, how-

Models

The most difficult problems in climate will
require a hierarchy of ocean-atmosphere coupled
models of increasing complexity. For poleward
heat transport to be properly partitioned be-
tween the atmosphere and ocean both components
of the model will have to be carefully designed.
In an interesting study Miller et al. (1982)
examined ocean heat transport implied by a
solution of an atmospheric general circulation
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Table 4:

South Pacific Heat: Flux

28°5 Wunsch et a1. (1983)

-0.14 -0.05 + 0.22

Bennett (1978)

-0.05

43°S Wunsch et a1. (1983)

+ 0.1:1 + 0.35

Bennett (1978)

+ 0.4

tem;perature and salinity in the Meehl et al.
(191~2) is 'Dver three times the upper ocean

mix:lng used by Bryan and Lewis (1979). Further
tes1:s of tl~e models are needed to clarify the
role of ve:rtical mixing on the intensity of the
thel:mohaline circulation.

SuUDIlary

!tIe period since the last IUGG has seen a

great surgl~ of interest in the heat transport
problem. l~xisting data has been re-analyzed to
provide ne~' estimates of poleward heat transport
in the Atlantic: and South Pacific. The past
four years has seen a significant change in

prospectiVE!. Previously heat transport esti-
mates based! on a combination of satellite data,
and atmospheric radiosonde data appeared to be
the most re,liable standard with which to com-
pare model results. New in situ estimates of
heat flux based on hydrognpMCdata, some of
which are based on inverse theory provide new
insight on the errors involved. For favorable
east-west sections the errors in estimates of
pole"Ward heat transport from oceanographic
meth,:>ds appear to be no larger than those for
indirect heat balance methods and have the
obvi.:>us advantage of providing information on
mech,anisms of heat transport. Ambitious plans
are l)eing made to make more high quality, coast
to coast, east-west hydrographic sections. An
obvious gap exists in the North Pacific Ocean.
In the next four years we can confidently expect
that a first order description of the role of
ocean currents in a global heat balance will

emerl~e.

ever, the effect of seasonal wind variations
dominate the model heat transport. The model
predicts that the heat transport would reverse
over a wide span of latitudes. The major cause
of the reversal is the strengthening of the
Northern Hemisphere trades in the period
December through February. Seasonal changes in
the north-south component of the wind stress
are found to oppose the effect of the zonal
wind component, but the effect is smaller.

To build a model useful for studying tran-
sient tracers, Sarmiento and B1:yan (1982) have
developed the concept of "robust diagnostic
model." Instead of attempting t:o calculate the
ocean circulation directly from the observed
density field using the equations of motion, a
more complete model including the conservation
equations for temperature and salinity is used.
The conservation equations include an extra
term which represents a Newtonian damping to-
wards observed water mass properties. The
damping time constant is an adjustable parameter.
The robustness of the model lies in its ability
to adjust the observed data to be compatible
with the constraints of the model. It is found
that the most reasonable heat transport esti-
mates relative to in situ measurements were
obtained by forcing-t~odel to observations
only below the thermocline and at the surface.

Meehl et al. (1982) have tested the ocean
component of global joint ocean-atmosphere
model with SoxSo latitude and longitude reso-
lution. The model is very similar to that used
by Bryan and Lewis (1979). The boundary con-
ditions are also similar except that the semi-
annual variation of temperature and wind stress
is included. The model heat transport is twice
that of the standard case of Br]ran and Lewis
(1979) in the Northern Hemisphere and nearly

five times as great in the Southern Hemisphere.
The authors conclude that the semi-annual mode
in the boundary conditions intensifies the
thermohaline circulation in thej~r model. Perhaps
over-looked is the fact the vertical mixing of

~:knowledRements. The author is very grate-
ful 1:0 Harry Bryden for making material available
for I:his review. The assistance of Elizabeth
Willj~ams and Martha Jackson in preparing the
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